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ABSTRACT The calyx of Held is a giant nerve terminal that forms a glutamatergic synapse in the auditory pathway. Due to its
large size, it offers a number of advantages for biophysical studies, including voltage-clamp of both pre- and postsynaptic com-
partments and the loading with indicator dyes and caged compounds. Three aspects of recent findings on the calyx are reviewed
here, each of which seems to have only subtle consequences for nerve-evoked excitatory postsynaptic currents: vesicle hetero-
geneity, refractoriness of release sites, and superpriming. Together, they determine short-term plasticity features that are super-
ficially similar to those expected for a simple vesicle pool model. However, detailed consideration of these aspects may be
required for the correct mechanistic interpretation of data from synapses with normal and perturbed function, as well as for
modeling the dynamics of short-term plasticity.
Since the early work of Katz and colleagues (1–3), an under-
standing of the mechanisms that underlie neurotransmitter
release has been a prime goal in cellular and molecular
neuroscience. Research over the last three decades of the
twentieth century was aimed at refining the original view
of Katz, who posited that there are a certain ‘‘number of
units available’’ at the nerve terminal with ‘‘a number of
units responding to one impulse’’ (3). Units, in this context,
are the quanta of neurotransmitter, released by exocytosis of
individual synaptic vesicles. Katz and colleagues based their
view on the finding that the coefficient of variation of the
measured neuromuscular end-plate potential upon repeated
stimulation was smaller than expected for a Poisson distri-
bution, and thus proposed a binominal process to describe
the release of neurotransmitter quanta (3). Vere-Jones (4)
refined this view, which originally did not distinguish be-
tween sites for accepting release-ready vesicles and the
actual ‘‘number of units available’’. Such a distinction
is necessary to describe a dynamic situation, where the
random process of consumption of units is balanced by a
random renewal process. Therefore, Vere-Jones (4) postu-
lated a fixed number of sites representing the binominal N.
Sites can either be occupied with vesicles or empty at the
time of arrival of an action potential (AP) and the expecta-
tion value for the number of release events during an AP is
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then given by a product of three quantities: N� pocc � psucc,
where pocc is the probability of occupancy and psucc is the
probability that a vesicle attached to a site will successfully
release. In this view, what is generally called the readily
releasable pool (RRP) is the product N � pocc, and what
is often called pr (or pves), is psucc. However, a formal treat-
ment of vesicular release statistics, considering consump-
tion and renewal of vesicles (5), actually proved that
release probability, as provided by standard methods of
mean/variance analysis, reports the product pocc � psucc.

Given theKatz’s original view andVere-Jones’ refinement,
the synaptic output y upon arrival of an action potential is:

y ¼ N � pocc � psucc � q; (1)

with q representing the quantal size, which is the response of
the postsynapse to the release of a single neurotransmitter
quantum.

In this review, I will argue that the framework of Eq. 1 is
a representation of the vesicular release process, based on
which various aspects of synaptic physiology can be decom-
posed, namely:

q: This represents primarily postsynaptic aspects (not
further discussed here).

psucc: This is the mechanism of triggering vesicular
release, including Ca2þ-dependence of release, which
is an important aspect of facilitation (a temporary in-
crease in psucc), with superpriming as a mechanism of
increasing psucc in a fraction of vesicles.

pocc: This represents the dynamics of vesicle consump-
tion and resupply, including short-term depression as
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a depletion of vesicles, or else, a reduction of pocc.
This aspect is often represented in models of short-
term plasticity as the fractional occupancy or deple-
tion of a pool of vesicles. Rapid pool refilling may
be required for a synapse to display net paired-pulse
facilitation.

N: This is the number of sites, which in the framework of
pool models represents the maximal size of the pool.

Many biophysical models that explicitly or implicitly
build on such a concept have been published in the last 60
years (6–11). Before discussing the parameters involved
individually, I will try to demonstrate the simplicity and
power of this approach considering the superposition of
facilitation and short-term depression of a synapse during
a high-frequency train of APs.

We consider the simple case of just one homogenous pool
of 200 release sites (N ¼ 200), all of which are occupied
at rest and partially depleted during a stimulus train.
Fig. 1 A shows a recording from the calyx of Held syn-
apse (see below), which illustrates postsynaptic responses
when such a glutamatergic synapse is stimulated at high
frequency: excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) first
increase in amplitude (facilitation) and subsequently
decrease, approaching a certain steady-state level.

Fig. 1 B shows the predictions of Eq. 1 for the amplitudes
measured in such an experiment as the product of an expo-
nentially rising psucc (for facilitation) and a decaying pocc
(due to consumption of vesicles). The rise in psucc might be
caused by facilitation of calcium current (12), while the
decrease in pocc may simply be a consequence of consump-
tion of vesicles. pocc would eventually decay to zero if there
were no refilling of the pool. Therefore, and to accommodate
the finding that EPSCs decay to a certain steady-state level, it
was assumed in the calculation of Fig. 1 that the pool is re-
filled with a rate constant kþ according to the equation shown
in Fig. 1 C. In that equation, the quantity pool is N � pocc in
terms of Eq. 1. At later times, when psucc has reached a con-
stant value, the kinetic equations for Pool (see legend to
Fig. 1) can be readily solved, such that the pool approaches
a steady state with time constant:
A

C

B

values, which were calculated as the product of psucc and pocc. The value psucc wa

due to vesicle consumption. The product shows the same pattern of facilitation,

agram of a single-pool model. A pool of vesicles occupying N release sites is as

frequency f. Each stimulus depletes a fraction, psucc, of the remaining vesicles an

of sites and n is the time-dependent number of release-ready vesicles, then dn=
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t ¼ 1
��

kþ þ psucc; ss � f
�

(2)

and
pocc; ss ¼ kþ
��

kþ þ psuce; ss � f
� ¼ kþ � t: (3)

Here, the subscript ss denotes steady state. The process of
consumption and refilling, which in reality is a discrete pro-
cess, was replaced for simplicity by a continuous process
with rate constants that agree with the time-average of the
discrete ones.

The simplified concept of a pool model provides some
valuable insights. Unfortunately, however, it rarely de-
scribes the details of a real synapse. In practice, one finds
significant deviations and specifications. With respect to
the parameters of Eq. 1, the most common ones are:

N: There is hardly any synapse with a single homoge-
neous pool of release-ready vesicles. Instead, in
many cases two or three pools must be assumed for
a satisfactory description of results, and such discrete
pools may well represent the artificial subdivision of a
pool that is actually more or less continuous in its
properties (11). Also, the formalism outlined here
deals exclusively with the RRP in the nomenclature
of Alabi and Tsien (13). The recycling pool and the
resting pool, as defined by experiments with styryl
dyes and Phluorins, are assumed not to be signifi-
cantly depleted during the relatively weak forms of
stimulation considered here.

psucc: Each pool mentioned above may have its own
psucc, and this may be influenced by changes in AP-
waveforms, modulation of calcium current (ICa),
buildup of intracellular Ca2þ concentration ([Ca2þ])
during repetitive activity, and modulation of intrinsic
release willingness on various timescales (facilitation,
augmentation, posttetanic potentiation; see below).

pocc: Even in the simplest case (Eq. 2), this prob-
ability mirrors all the complications listed above for
psucc. Representing the balance between vesicle con-
sumption and supply, it depends on the process of
FIGURE 1 Short-term plasticity. (A) A sequence

of excitatory postsynaptic currents in response to

afferent fiber stimulation at 200 Hz (data provided

by H. Taschenberger; EPSCs were recorded in the

presence of 1 mM kynurenic acid in the bath solu-

tion to minimize AMPAR desensitization and satu-

ration and stimulation artifacts were blanked for

clarity). (B) Schematic diagram of the expectations

for normalized EPSC amplitudes of such an exper-

iment based on Eq. 1. (Gray circles) Amplitude

s assumed to double its initial value during facilitation, while pocc decreases

followed by depression, as the train of EPSCs to the left. (C) A simple di-

sumed to be depleted by release, which is triggered by a train of stimuli at

d the vacated sites are reoccupied with a rate constant kþ. If N is the number

dt ¼ ðN � nÞ � kþ � n� psucc � f .
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pool-refilling, which can rarely be accurately
described by a constant kþ, but involves processes
that depend on [Ca2þ] and possibly on the filling state
of other vesicle pools that feed the RRP (see Alabi and
Tsien (13) and Miki et al. (14)).

Q: Quantal size is mainly determined by properties of the
postsynaptic neuron (see review by Borst and Soria
van Hoeve (15)), but also depends on the neurotrans-
mitter content of vesicles (16).
The calyx of Held

The calyx of Held is an axiomatic nerve terminal in the
auditory pathway that makes a glutamatergic connection
with a single principal neuron in the medium nucleus of
the trapezoid body (17). Due to its large size, it offers
many unique possibilities for biophysical analyses of
neurotransmitter release, including simultaneous voltage
clamp of pre- and postsynaptic compartments (18), and
loading of the presynaptic terminal via a recording patch
pipette with [Ca2þ]-indicator dyes and caged compounds.
Following first patch recordings by Forsythe (17), numerous
studies exploiting these possibilities have appeared (see
Neher (11) and Borst and Soria van Hoeve (15) for review).
Here, I will summarize some recently discovered phe-
nomena that register prominently in invasive biophysical
experiments but have relatively subtle consequences for
physiological AP-induced responses of unperturbed nerve
terminals—subtle in the sense that their effects on AP-
evoked release are not readily discernable from what one
would expect based on the simple model of Fig. 1. Never-
theless, I will argue that consideration of insights developed
in calyx research will strongly influence the mechanistic
interpretation of data from glutamatergic synapses in
general.
The secret life of slow vesicles

This topic refers to N in Eq. 1 and the question of whether
a single homogenous pool can explain all aspects of calyx
data. While many models of glutamatergic short-term plas-
ticity have described dynamic changes at the synapse with
relatively simple equations (6,19,20), it became clear early
on that the time-course of neurotransmitter release from a
voltage-clamped calyx is quite complex. A steplike depo-
larization applied to the calyx terminal elicits an almost
steplike Ca2þ influx, which—according to the simplest
form of a single-pool model—should result in a surge
of release that decays exponentially due to depletion of
the vesicle pool. Instead, a double exponential decay is
observed, with a fast component with ~3–5 ms time con-
stant and another one ~10-fold slower (21). Although the
amplitude of the slow component is quite small, its total
contribution to release is approximately the same as that
of the first component. This led to the proposal that there
are two vesicle pools of approximately equal size, each
of which can release its vesicles, albeit with ~10-fold
different release rates (21). Each pool contains ~3 vesicles
per active zone (AZ) and there are ~500 AZs on a calyx
terminal (22).

Other interpretations are, of course, possible. The slow
component of release may not be the result of autonomous
release from a separate pool, but the consequence of deple-
tion of a replacement pool that initially supplies new vesi-
cles to the releasing pool at high rates (large kþ) and
thereby maintains a certain plateau of release. However, as
the replacement pool is depleted, the vesicle supply de-
creases, leading to a further slow decay of release. Such a
process is conveniently described by a sequential pool
model with two pools in series. Alternatively, initially fast
releasing vesicles may influence remaining vesicles to
decrease their release probability (lowering, psucc), or the
release apparatus may adapt to the ongoing stimulus. Such
adaptation has actually been postulated for several types
of synapses (see Zucker and Regehr (7) for review). Howev-
er, specific evidence for such a mechanism at the calyx has
not been put forward. Rather, several studies confirmed that
a total number of vesicles, equivalent or higher than the sum
of the slowly (SRP) and fast-releasing pool (FRP) of
Neher and Sakaba (8) can be released within a few millisec-
onds, if strong enough stimulation is applied. For such
strong stimulation, either prolonged step depolarization to
the potential of maximum ICa, possibly at increased external
[Ca2þ] (23,24), or release of Ca2þ from caged-Ca2þ by flash
photolysis was used (25,26). Such rapid release of six or
more vesicles per AZ indicates that both SRP and FRP har-
bor release-competent vesicles. These results do not prove
that SRP vesicles can release, because a final step of
rendering a vesicle release competent may well be in the
millisecond range if accelerated by high [Ca2þ] (14,27),
but some arguments discussed below speak against such
an interpretation. Nevertheless, more recent data indicate
that the parallel nature of SRP and FRP is not sufficient to
describe all aspects of calyx data.

Upon depletion by strong stimulation, the SRP refills
rapidly (in the 50–100 ms time range) and the FRP refills
slowly (several 100 ms to s, depending on [Ca2þ]) (21).
More recently, Lee et al. (28) demonstrated that SRP vesi-
cles can convert rapidly into FRP vesicles. By depleting
the FRP with a medium-strength stimulus and recording
the content of both pools during recovery, it was shown
that the SRP size transiently decreases while the FRP refills.
This was interpreted to indicate that the FRP refills at the
expense of the SRP and that the transition rate constant be-
tween SRP and FRP must be quite fast. The transition
requires an intact actin network, whose disruption dramati-
cally reduces the FRP-refilling rate constant. Accordingly,
the transient dip in the SRP size is strongly reduced by actin
disassembly. Beyond demonstrating a rapid transition of
Biophysical Journal 112, 215–223, January 24, 2017 217
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vesicles from SRP to FRP, these findings (28) also speak
against the idea that the slow component represents a
release-incompetent precursor stage of the FRP, because
actin disassembly does not affect the SRP size (28). A
decrease and slow-down of the slow component would be
expected if it were just due to upstream depletion.

Together, these findings indicate that there are two
release-competent pools (SRP and FRP) and that SRP
vesicles can convert to become part of the FRP. The
finding that this conversion depends on an intact
cytoskeleton supports the previous proposal (29) that the
SRP harbors vesicles that are perfectly release-competent
but located unfavorably with respect to Ca2þ channels.
Liberation of privileged FRP-sites will allow SRP vesicles
to move rapidly into such empty slots by the help of
an active process. This mechanism may be described
as ‘‘positional priming’’. Alternatively, it was argued,
based on Ca2þ-uncaging studies, that the SRP is
mediated by vesicles that are less sensitive to Ca2þ and
need an additional step of molecular priming to respond
rapidly (26).

The presence of slowly responding vesicles has only sub-
tle effects on AP-evoked release because these vesicles are
hardly touched by the short [Ca2þ]-transients produced by
an AP. In fact, Sakaba (30) showed that the synchronous
release during a 100 Hz stimulus train is predominantly car-
ried by FRP vesicles. In the framework of the positional
priming concept, the short-lived local nanodomain of
elevated [Ca2þ] during an AP will not reach the unfavorably
located SRP vesicles. Nevertheless, during high-frequency
trains of APs, [Ca2þ] nanodomains will build up and spread
spatially, such that SRP vesicles eventually contribute to
release, albeit in a less synchronized manner (30). Besides
their contribution to asynchronous release, there is another
important consequence of the existence of SRP vesicles:
due to the rapid conversion between SRP and FRP, they
rapidly occupy vacated FRP sites and provide for sustained
release during repetitive activity.
Site clearing and refractoriness of active zones

SRP vesicles can mediate very rapid refilling of privileged
release sites after these have been vacated by preceding
exocytosis. Experiments on voltage-clamped terminals,
however, have again set a limit to the speed of such recov-
ery. Accumulating evidence over the last years has revealed
a role of the endocytotic machinery in the rapid regeneration
of release-ready vesicles. This started with experiments on
the Drosophila mutant shibire (31), which shows tempera-
ture-dependent paralysis due to a mutation in dynamin, a
key component of the endocytotic vesicle budding machin-
ery. The consequent loss of recycled vesicles, may well
delay the refilling of AZ sites. However, Kawasaki et al.
(31) noticed that flies become paralyzed very rapidly after
shifting them to nonpermissive temperatures—much faster
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than expected if a loss of recycling vesicles were the
reason for the paralysis. Also, electron microscopy showed
numerous reserve vesicles in nerve terminals of paralyzed
flies. This led to the conclusion that perturbation of endocy-
tosis may have a backlash effect on the reuse of release
sites by preventing the removal of vesicular components
from such sites. Such refractoriness of release sites after
their use had already been discussed by Betz (32) and
Katz (33).

More recent analyses of voltage-clamped calyx data
demonstrated that recovery of the FRP after prolonged de-
polarization is retarded not only by interfering with dyna-
min but also by perturbation of multiple other proteins
involved in endocytosis, including Intersectin and AP2
(33–35). Early on it had already been shown that FRP re-
covery under such conditions is Ca2þ-dependent and
involves Ca2þ-calmodulin (21). A study on KI-mice ex-
pressing a calmodulin-binding-deficient Munc13-1 variant
then demonstrated a slow-down of FRP recovery after
massive stimulation, very similar to the effects of perturb-
ing molecules involved in endocytosis (36). This was pro-
posed to indicate that Munc13 is involved in site-clearing
and that the Ca2þ-dependence of this process is mediated
by calmodulin-Munc13 interaction. For a full characteriza-
tion of this site-clearing process, it is important to note that
it only affects FRP recovery but not SRP recovery, and that
site-clearing is much faster than full endocytosis. The latter
happens on a 1–10 s timescale (35), while refilling of
release sites takes only a few hundred milliseconds.
Thus, site-clearing must be a rapid step between exo-
and endocytosis, its perturbation leading to strong retarda-
tion of site-refilling, in agreement with the conclusions
of a recent study using tissue-specific dynamin-1 deletion
(37). The finding (21), that only FRP sites are affected
by such manipulations, points to a more important role
of an intact AZ structure for the recovery of FRP vesicles,
while SRP vesicles appear to be more loosely coupled to
the AZ, not requiring intact special sites for docking and
priming.

Why, then, can the effects of perturbed site-clearing be
considered subtle for normal physiology? One explanation
is that it constitutes a type of ceiling to the refilling rate
and that this ceiling is rarely reached during afferent fiber
stimulation. In line with this argument is the fact that in
the KI-mice mentioned above (36), a phenotypic change
can only be observed at the highest stimulation fre-
quencies, while it is readily detectable in step-depolariza-
tion experiments under voltage-clamp. Likewise, for the
first demonstration of a Ca2þ-dependent refilling of vesicle
pools at the calyx (38), synapses had to be stimulated
with 300 Hz and/or APs had to be broadened by the appli-
cation of TEA. Thus, site-clearing sets some limitation to
neurotransmitter release, which may become relevant only
during extremely strong stimulation. Nevertheless, charac-
terizing its properties is important for an understanding of
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the molecular processes that take place before and after
exocytosis.
Superpriming

So far, I have argued that glutamate release at the calyx
of Held occurs via two pools of vesicles, SRP and FRP,
which differ in their release and refilling rates. An important
conclusion is, that nerve-evoked release is predominantly
mediated by FRP vesicles, while SRP vesicles play a pre-
dominantly indirect role as a source of rapidly-to-recruit
vesicles for the refilling of empty FRP sites. Recent experi-
ments, however (39,40), have brought up the need to subdi-
vide the FRP into a normally primed component, called SVn

(SV for synaptic vesicles and subscript n for normally) and a
superprimed component, called SVs. Superprimed vesicles
are characterized by enhanced release probability and by
slow recovery. It is not clear, presently, whether the super-
primed state is reached by maturation of SVn, as described
by a model with two pools in sequence, or represents a sec-
ond vesicle type or else special docking sites for vesicles
that can mediate release in parallel to that of SVns. Given
the fact (to be discussed below) that normal priming is
fast (100 ms timescale) and superpriming is slow (s time-
scale), it is hard to distinguish experimentally between these
alternatives. In any case, the characteristic feature of SVs is
their high release probability that relates to the quantity psucc
of Eq. 1.

Superpriming was first invoked by Schl€uter et al. (41)
to describe the effects of quadruple knockout of all Rab3
isoforms. Experiments in hippocampal autapses showed
that loss of Rab3 causes a deficit in neurotransmitter release
during the very early phase of high-frequency stimulation.
A careful analysis of time-courses of release with a variety
of stimulation protocols led to the conclusion that mutants
lack a component of release that is carried by a subset of
primed, fusion-competent vesicles of high release probabil-
ity and a significant delay in the supply of these modified
vesicles. The term ‘‘superpriming’’ was chosen to describe
these properties.

Heterogeneity in vesicle pools of hippocampal synapses
had been studied before extensively by various laboratories
(41–46), with many indications pointing toward a subset of
vesicles that can be released by afferent fiber stimulation
with high release probability. In particular, the work of
Hanse and Gustafsson (46) characterized a subpool of vesi-
cles, the so-called preprimed pool, that displayed many of
the properties of superprimed vesicles, as described here.
At the calyx of Held, superpriming was first invoked by
Lee et al. (39), who voltage-clamped presynaptic terminals
and applied a paired-pulse protocol to first deplete the
FRP and subsequently study its reappearance at various
interpulse intervals (ISIs). They found that at an ISI of
750 ms, half of the FRP had recovered. However, when
comparing the time course of the recovered response with
that measured at a rested synapse, they noticed that it was
slower by a factor of 1.7. With longer ISIs, both amplitude
and speed of response increased, but the latter with a very
slow time constant of ~4 s. Further, Lee et al. (39) found
that the recovery of the amplitude (number of FRP vesicles)
displayed pharmacological features that were very different
from those of the recovery of speed (Ca2þ sensitivity of FRP
vesicles). The former was slowed down by disrupting the
cytoskeleton (see above) and by calmodulin inhibitors,
while the latter was sensitive to modulators of the PLC/
DAG signaling pathway. Specifically, it was strongly accel-
erated by a DAG analog. Lee et al. (39) concluded that ves-
icles undergo a slow process of superpriming after their
recruitment to the readily releasable pool.

Very recently a study at calyx terminals revealed some
interesting features that are readily explained by superprim-
ing (40). Afferent fiber stimulation at a range of frequencies
was used and EPSCs were recorded at the voltage-clamped
postsynaptic cell. First, the authors noticed that there is a
remarkable heterogeneity between Calyces with respect to
their short-term plasticity. Some synapses showed strong
short-term depression (STD), others a sequence of facilita-
tion and depression. As shown previously at other glutama-
tergic synapses (42,44,47), those with large initial EPSCs
tended to display STD, while those with low initial EPSCs
were facilitating. Secondly, the study confirmed earlier re-
sults (16) indicating that application phorbol esters (PdBu,
a mimic of the second messenger diacylglycerol) increases
synaptic strength and converts those synapses that initially
display facilitation to depressing ones. Strikingly, all differ-
ences between initial amplitude—either due to intrinsic
variation or induced by PdBu—vanished rapidly during
stimulation. EPSCs, which initially were different by up to
a factor of 6, became very similar in amplitude after just
three high-frequency stimuli. Also, when a high-frequency
stimulus train (100 Hz) was preceded by a few conditioning
stimuli at low frequencies (10 Hz), differences between syn-
apses during the high-frequency response were very much
reduced.

Fig. 2 A shows amplitudes of EPSCs during 100 Hz trains
both for synapses with different initial amplitudes and with/
without conditioning. Amplitudes converge toward a com-
mon steady-state value of �0.5 nA, although initial values
vary between �0.8 and �4 nA. The results find a unifying
explanation by the hypothesis that natural variability and
potentiation by PdBu are caused by variations in superprim-
ing. Given the finding that superpriming is restricted to a
subpool of vesicles (41) the natural variations may just
signify that, at rest, a variable fraction of vesicles reach
the superprimed state, and that this fraction is increased
by PdBu. Because superpriming vesicles have high release
probability (see below), and are regenerated only slowly
(39), the superprimed vesicles (SVss) will rapidly be
depleted during high-frequency trains, and leave normally
primed vesicles (SVns) behind. The convergence of traces
Biophysical Journal 112, 215–223, January 24, 2017 219



FIGURE 2 EPSC amplitudes converge during high-frequency stimula-

tion. (A) EPSC amplitudes during 100 Hz stimulus trains are plotted against

stimulus number for regular trains (solid symbols) and trains preceded by 10

conditioning stimuli at 10 Hz (circles). Averages from two groups of syn-

apses (three each) are shown, one with relatively large initial amplitudes

(blue symbols), one with smaller initial amplitudes (red symbols). Differ-

ences between the two groups disappear after two EPSCs have been eli-

cited. Likewise, conditioning prepulses reduce the differences between

synapses and turn STD into facilitation (data replotted from Taschenberger

et al. (40)). Both phenomena can be explained by the rapid depletion of a

small pool of superprimed vesicles with high release probability and slow

recovery kinetics. (B) Steady-state EPSC amplitudes during 200 Hz (blue

symbols) and 100 Hz (green symbols) stimulus trains are plotted against first

EPSCs. Each symbol represents one synapse. (Solid symbols) From record-

ings in 1 mM PdBu; (open symbols) from the control. (Dashed lines) Linear

fits to 100 and 200 Hz. At 200 Hz, there is little correlation between steady

state and initial amplitudes, although the latter span a 20-fold amplitude

range. (Black dashed trace) Identity line (data replotted from Taschen-

berger et al. (40)).

Neher
in Fig. 2 A indicates that SVns are quite similar in number,
for the two groups of synapses shown.

In Fig. 2 B, steady-state EPSC amplitudes from 22 synap-
ses are plotted against first EPSCs for frequencies of 100
220 Biophysical Journal 112, 215–223, January 24, 2017
and 200 Hz. Values fluctuate around the linear fits. However,
for 200 Hz the fluctuations are not at all correlated with the
initial values, plotted on the x axis—an indication that
the process generating sustained release is distinct from
the one controlling superpriming (Fig. 2 B). For the case
of 100 Hz stimulation some correlation between steady-
state and first EPSC-amplitude is observed, indicating
that during longer interstimulus intervals some superprim-
ing can take place at various degrees in different cells.
A detailed analysis of EPSCs at several frequencies (40)
showed that SVns have high psucc between 0.4 and 0.5 and
are regenerated slowly in the s time range, while SVss
have ~5 times lower psucc and are regenerated in the
100 ms range. Furthermore, the superpriming rate was
strongly enhanced by PdBu and during high-frequency stim-
ulation, which was interpreted as a [Ca2þ]-mediated effect
(40). Intrinsic variability between synapses may reflect the
action of slow transmitter systems (48), modulating the
abundance of SVss.

The concept of superpriming sheds light onto the fastest
forms of short-term plasticity: STD and short-term facilita-
tion (see below). Slower forms of synaptic plasticity have
been studied extensively in the last 50 years. Apart from
the very long-term forms, two forms of intermediate plas-
ticity have received attention: augmentation and posttetanic
potentiation (PTP). The former modulates synaptic strength
in the 100 ms to s range, while PTP, when elicited by a
seconds-long stimulation period, subsequently decays in
the s to min range (49–51). Taschenberger et al. (40) tested
whether superpriming may be involved in these two forms
of plasticity. First, they noticed that the superpriming time-
scale in the sub-s to s range, together with its [Ca2þ] depen-
dence, very well qualifies to mediate at least some of the
augmentation observed during and after burstlike activity,
which elevates [Ca2þ] transiently. Second, they elicited
PTP and studied short-term plasticity in the PT-potentiated
state. They found that under PTP, synapses behave exactly
as if they had an increased superprimed component, while
the SVn pool stayed constant. Taken together, the data indi-
cate that the same mechanism (superpriming) underlies PTP,
potentiation by PdBu, and the natural variation between in-
dividual synapses.
Facilitation: a matter of psucc or of pocc?

The decrease or absence of PPF has traditionally been
associated with increased release probability (42,44,47). A
likely reason for such a correlation is the simple conse-
quence of high psucc, that the remaining pool after a first
EPSC is strongly depleted. A second EPSC may therefore
be smaller than the first one even if psucc is higher during
the second response. To see net facilitation of the second
EPSC in a pair, the balance between these two effects
must be positive. A hypothetical synapse with only SVss
could hardly display PPF because its psucc is near 0.5.
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A second EPSC could only reach a paired-pulse ratio of 1 or
larger if psucc during the second response were psuccz 1, un-
less rapid replacement of released vesicles occurred. How-
ever, for SVns with a psucc in the range 0.1–0.2, a positive
balance in the paired-pulse ratio can very well be obtained
as long as the relative increase in psucc exceeds a value of
20%. In consequence, strong PPF was observed during
conditioned trains (Fig. 2 A) during which the SVs pool is
largely depleted, with only SVns remaining.

However, recent findings complicate this explanation,
which has so far neglected the possibility that some refilling
of release sites may happen in the interval between the two
responses considered. Lee et al. (28) found that PPF at
200 Hz stimulation is converted to depression when actin
networks are disassembled. Likewise, Miki et al. (14) found
this to be the case in a study of glutamatergic synapses be-
tween parallel fibers and molecular layer interneurons in rat
cerebellum. They further concluded, based on fluctuation
analysis, that a release site vacated by exocytosis has a
60% chance of being reoccupied even if the stimulus in-
terval is only 5 ms. Disrupting the cytoskeleton strongly
retarded this replacement process, just as it blocked rapid
conversion of vesicles from SRP into FRP at the calyx.
The newly recruited vesicles most likely show up as SVns,
mediating the sustained response during trains. Such reload-
ing of vesicles is well in line with previous findings at cere-
bellar mossy fiber terminals (52) and other glutamatergic
synapses (46,53). Given rapid reloading, facilitation should
not be viewed as purely reflecting psucc but rather as the
result of a balance among consumption of vesicles, replace-
ment, and enhancement of psucc of those vesicles present at
the time of arrival of an AP. In this sense, slow forms of
facilitation, such as observed in tonic synapses at the cray-
fish neuromuscular junction, were modeled in terms of an
increasing pocc (54), which was assumed to be very low in
these synapses at rest and to increase during stimulation
due to elevated [Ca2þ]. Such slowly facilitating synapses,
including hippocampal mossy fiber synapses, may be
viewed as synapses without a superprimed pool and very
low resting pocc. The value psucc, on the other hand, may
be modulated by residual Ca2þ (55), saturation of endoge-
nous Ca2þ buffer (56,57), and by the well-known modula-
tion of ICa by second messenger pathways (58).

What justifies the findings described here (superpriming,
rapid reloading, and facilitation as a change in both pocc
and psucc) to be deemed as subtle? Why is superpriming
largely disregarded in the present literature—although
described more than 10 years ago? If the interpretation
offered here correctly describes the situation at the calyx of
Held, then these effects obviously are not subtle individually.
However, together they lead to responses during regular train
stimulation that are remarkably similar to those expected for
simpler models (19,59). Although superprimed vesicles of
rested synapses have a psucc that is 4–5 times higher than
those of SVns (0.5 vs. 0.1–0.2), the latter ones facilitate,
enhancing their contribution during the first few responses
in a stimulus train, while SVss are depleted (40). Both an in-
crease in psucc and the rapid reloading of SVns contribute to
this effect. Together, contributions of SVns and SVss add
up to a time course that is barely distinguishable from a single
exponential decay, maybe preceded by one or two EPSCs
showing net facilitation. Only more complex stimulus pat-
terns, such as a sequence of low-frequency conditioning
stimuli, followed by a high-frequency train, reveal some of
the complexities. Fig. 3 presents an example, in which a sim-
ple pool model according to Fig. 1 C readily describes the
FIGURE 3 Simulations of regular and condi-

tioned EPSC-trains with a simple pool model.

(A and C) Original EPSC-traces during 100 Hz

stimulation, applying either a regular train (A) or

the same train after 10 conditioning stimuli

at 10 Hz (C); same recording conditions as in

Fig. 1 A. (B and D) Peak amplitudes of EPSCs

are plotted against stimulus numbers (100 Hz

episodes only) for the two trains shown in (A) and

(C) together with the predictions of a simple model

as shown in Fig. 1 C, assuming constant psucc and

kþ. The best fit of the model to the regular train

(B, dashed line) predicts an exponential decay

with a time constant of 4.48 interstimulus intervals.

Deviations between data and model are minor.

If the same model is applied to the conditioned

train, however, the prediction (D, dashed line)

completely fails to simulate the initial facilitating

phase (note the first data point at �240 pA). This

might be corrected by assuming an increase in psucc
between stimuli 1 and 2 (as assumed in Fig. 1 B).

However, under that assumption, the simulation

for the regular train (B) would fail to predict the

initial decay.
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response of a calyx synapse to a 100 Hz stimulus train, while
it completely fails to describe the conditioned response.
CONCLUSIONS

Studies at the calyx of Held revealed a number of features
that control various aspects of neurotransmitter release.
These include very rapid reloading of vacated release sites,
slow generation of a special population of superprimed ves-
icles, and a limitation of the maximum throughput during
sustained activity due to refractoriness of release sites. Coin-
cidentally, these different influences add up to an overall
behavior that is hardly distinguishable from the predictions
of a very simple single pool model of release, as shown in
the scheme of Fig. 1 C—as long as one restricts the analysis
of synaptic function to the commonly used tests, such as the
application of high-frequency trains at two or three different
frequencies. This situation may be considered fortunate,
because it allows the description of synaptic functions in
neuronal networks with simple models (19,20). For investi-
gators interested in synaptic mechanisms, however, a refined
view is required, which also considers specialized stimula-
tion patterns (stimulation in a wide frequency range and
conditioned high frequency trains) and a multitude of liter-
ature findings on heterogeneity between vesicles (41–46).
Furthermore, when considering the influence of diffusely
projecting modulatory transmitter systems on network prop-
erties, the distinction between several pools, one of which
can be modulated by such influences, may be helpful.

Nevertheless, the original Katz view, as represented by
Eq. 1, can still be considered as a framework for decom-
posing overall synaptic function into several separate
mechanistic aspects. For the calyx of Held, however, the
following specifications are required:

The quantity N (number of release sites) describes not a
single vesicle pool, but three distinct ones including a
slowly releasing pool (SRP), which contributes only
little to nerve-evoked EPSCs and serves as a reservoir
of release-competent vesicles for rapid reloading of
the fast-releasing pool (FRP). The FRP, on the other
hand, needs to be subdivided into a pool that holds
normally primed vesicles (SVns) and another one
that holds superprimed vesicles (SVss). Various forms
of short- and medium-term plasticity can be under-
stood as modulations of the abundance of SVss.

The priming rate constant kþ can no longer be understood
as representing a simple sequence of docking and prim-
ing of vesicles, but needs to be viewed as a parameter
that describes a complex process, involving rapid con-
version of SRP vesicles into SVns. The high speed of
this process depends on an intact cytoskeleton and is
limited by site clearing, a process during which a
release site is refractory for reuse, during massive use
of a synapse. Site clearing depends on a variety of pro-
222 Biophysical Journal 112, 215–223, January 24, 2017
teins that are commonly associated with endocytosis
or with steps between exo- and endocytosis.

The release probability, psucc, is no longer a single number
but has a high value at rest for SVss (z0.5) and a low
value (0.1–0.2) for SVns. Facilitation during high-fre-
quency stimulation increases psucc of both types of ves-
icles and is enhanced by rapid reloading of vesicles.

Although many aspects of the findings at the calyx of
Held, summarized here, have been observed at other gluta-
matergic synapses, researchers in the field seem to be reluc-
tant to adopt all this complexity. It should be evident,
however, that attention to the subtle effects that showed up
in calyx research may allow a much more detailed view of
molecular mechanisms and may help to better understand
the phenotypes that result from perturbations of synaptic
protein function.
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